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Schools

SITE PLANNING
Intent:
To create a civic, engaging, and useful
landscape for the school environment, and
to express the overall importance of education to the Mountain House Community.

c)

General Requirements:

d)

Buildings shall be designed for maximum ease of use by students, and
should incorporate covered walkways,
treillage, arcades, pavilion, or other
features when possible.

e)

Lighting shall be consistent with existing community ﬁxtures.

f)

Trees in the school parking lot and
surrounding street shall be consistent
with surrounding streetscape patterns

a)

Architecture: An architectural theme
for each neighborhood shall be
addressed by Speciﬁc Plans for the
following:
• K-8 Schools
• Neighborhood Commercial Centers
• Other community facilities occurring within the neighborhood.

b)

Siting: Schools shall be prominently
sited on the street. Building design
shall emphasize a sense of monumentality and arrival, and importance in
the neighborhood.

Each K-8 school complex shall be
developed with a distinct architectural
character. The scale of buildings shall
be appropriate and compatible with
adjacent residential uses.

Criteria:
a)

Schools shall be developed in a
campus-like setting, emphasizing the
landscaping of streets and parcels.

c)

All buildings within each area shall
be of compatible design and materials. Buildings may vary in scale and
treatment, but should generally have
a monumental aesthetic.

d)

All equipment, vents, storage tanks,
roof top equipment, ducts, roof projections or other necessary improvements shall be compatible with the
building architecture or screened
from adjacent sites and view.

e)

Buildings should incorporate courtyards, patios, gardens, terraces and
other student amenities, to the extent
feasible.

f)

All buildings should express a clear
sense of entry, and should be sited
with the primary facades oriented to
collector streets, as applicable.
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EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES ARCHITECTURE
HISTORICAL INFLUENCE

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

1)

Mountain House represents an opportunity
to develop a unique community combining
the best aspects of educational facilities
with the styles of long established neighborhoods and communities.

Intent
The purpose of these architectural guidelines is to provide speciﬁc design criteria
and guidance for the development of
educational facilities for the community of
Mountain House.

The principal design criteria shall
assist in the design, processing, and
implementation for a high level of
design direction and quality.

2)

The following items shall be required
as parameters for concept designs:

For inspiration and concepts, Mountain
House has turned to the regions own
architectural past. This “early California”
heritage is one that embraces a lineage of
architectural styles ﬂuent from the 1900’s
through the 1940’s.
Each style represents a sense of place in
history and signiﬁcant architectural statement, therefore, refrain from architectural
gimmicks that sacriﬁce the integrity of the
proposed architectural heritage.
One key to the success of the community
is the appropriate architectural vocabulary
and theme. The style which has been chosen for educational facilities architecture
evolved in California since the turn of the
century with historical examples well represented in the area.
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• Selection and use of details, materials and colors that compliment
the speciﬁc building type.

These guidelines have been established to
require a high level of quality, and to enhance the community’s overall value.
This document proposes adherence to select architectural styles in keeping with the
community and architectural content.
The goal is to promote both visual compatibility and variety utilizing historical inﬂuences combined with modern technology
and architectural innovation.

• Interpretation of styles within constraints of site planning, landscape
design and architecture.
The following conditions are to be avoided
in concept design:
•

Harsh contrasts of materials and/or
colors

•

Inappropriate use of scale

•

Poor selection and execution of details

•

Extreme interpretations of characteristics for a style’s authenticity.

Criteria

Educational Facilities Architecture

ARCHITECTURE - K-8 SCHOOLS
Intent
The K-8 school represents the largest land
use in the Neighborhood Center.
The intent is that the school shall
establish the dominant architectural
theme for each Neighborhood Center.
Adjacent park facilities, and neighborhood center buildings shall reﬂect the
same dominant architectural style.
The primary neighborhood architectural styles include:
Monterey
Prairie
Italianate
Spanish Colonial
Traditional
The school, neighborhood center and
park facilities shall be architecturally
consistent in style. The District and
CSD developers shall coordinate and
participate in design selection of the
neighborhood center theme prior to
the design of any of the three components.

1)

2)

Building mass shall portray the
school’s public importance, indicate
interior uses, and epitomize the
historically recognized architectural
style.
Overly scaled elements which give
the appearance of undifferentiated
massiveness and great bulk are generally unattractive and detract from the
overall pedestrian scale which is so
important in the elementary school
environment. The appearance of excessive bulk shall be reduced by the
following techniques:

articulate cost effective long term
maintenance.
• Articulate the different parts of a
building’s facade on all sides by
use of color, arrangement of facade
elements or change in materials.
• Articulate primary building entries
through covered porticos and colonnades.

• Vary the planes of the exterior
walls in depth and/or direction with
single story massing.
• Vary the height of the building so
that it appears to be divided into
distinct massing elements, i.e. introduce tower elements.
• Vary otherwise expansive roof
planes to provide visual interest yet

Therefore, the architectural standards
and theming of the neighborhood
center’s dominant architectural style
shall be reﬂected in appropriate scale
within the K-8 school’s architectural
design criteria.
Criteria
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Educational Facilities Architecture - K-8 Schools

MONTEREY
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Intent
Exterior ﬁnishes of buildings should contribute to a cohesive physical environment
and should convey a sense of belonging
in the surrounding neighborhood environment.
Criteria
Roof Pitch
The 4:12 pitch breaking to 3:12 pitch
over front and rear porches or verandas
shall be standard.
Roof Material and Color
Flat or ‘S’ concrete tile roof shall range in
color from red and terracotta to brown.
Overhangs
Overhangs shall have tight rakes and
extended eaves with exposed rafters.
Siding
Siding will be the material that
differentiates the ﬁrst and second ﬂoors,
or shall be used as a wainscot around
the base of the house.
Porches
The verandas shall be large and open
with wood detailing.
Balconies
The balconies shall be an integral part of
both the front and rear elevations with
the traditional cantilevered massing.
Window Treatments

Shutters shall be used as accents and all
windows will be trimmed out with wood
or stucco.
Entry
The entry will be recessed and under the
cover of the front veranda.
Doors
The entry doors will typically be simple
with wood trim surrounds.
Color Palette
The range of color shall be light
earthtones. The siding will be painted
the same color as the stucco with the
material change as the contrast. The
accent colors will be patina, aqua, blue
and ochre.

vertical and 70% horizontal

THEMATIC DETAILS
Intent
The application of essential details will embellish each distinct character and diversity
of scale. Moreover, the elements identiﬁed
herein will initiate the appropriate follow
through of design detailing.
Criteria
•

The use of thematic details, within
appropriate architectural styles, are
encouraged as decorative facade elements.

•

They should be used in a manner
consistent with the proportions and
scale of the building facade in order to
establish rhythm, scale, and proportion where they don’t exist.

•

Cast iron, pressed metal, or cast concrete can be used instead of more
expensive carved stone detailing.

•

Materials and ﬁnishes should be selected for appropriateness, ease of
maintenance and durability.

The color of major building surfaces
shall be determined by or harmonize
with the inherent color of the primary
building ﬁnish materials.
White is the brightest of colors and should
be used with careful consideration of its
glare and effect on surrounding buildings,
therefore large areas of intense white
color shall be avoided.
Stucco Finish and Color
The stucco will have very little texturing
and range in color from white to beige.
Gable
(Opposing vs. Parallel)
The roof line shall consist of one hip roof
and one opposing gable element. 10%
opposing and 90% parallel.
Front Elevation
(Vertical vs. Horizontal)
The overall form will be horizontal. 30%
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PRAIRIE
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Educational Facilities Architecture - K-8 Schools

PRAIRIE
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Intent
Exterior ﬁnishes of buildings should contribute to a cohesive physical environment
and should convey a sense of belonging
in the surrounding neighborhood environment.
Criteria
Roof Pitch
4:12 standard
Roof Material and Color
Flat concrete tile shall range in color
from light brown to dark brown.
Overhangs
24” to 42” standard
Siding
Siding shall be used as an accent on
all elevations. Stone or brick veneer
base will be used in a massive vertical
application.
Porches
Front porches shall be raised stoops
and will cover varying widths of the front
elevation. The columns of the porch will
be heavy in proportion but properly in
scale for this style.
Window Treatments
Wood or stucco trim will be used on all
elevations with articulated patterns of
glazing as a highlight.
Entry

The entry will be covered and embraced
by the heavy use of stone or brick
veneer.
Doors
Entry doors will be simple with articulated
patterns of glazing and sidelights.
Color Palette
The ﬁeld of color will be highlighted by
earthtones with lighter or darker trim
and fascia. The stone or brick veneer
color shall be the driving force in the
color selection.
The color of major building surfaces
shall be determined by or harmonize
with the inherent color of the primary
building ﬁnish materials.
White is the brightest of colors and should
be used with careful consideration of its
glare and effect on surrounding buildings,
therefore large areas of intense white
color shall be avoided.

bellish each distinct character and diversity
of scale. Moreover, the elements identiﬁed
herein will initiate the appropriate follow
through of design detailing.
Criteria
•

The use of thematic details, within
appropriate architectural styles, are
encouraged as decorative facade elements.

•

They should be used in a manner
consistent with the proportions and
scale of the building facade in order to
establish rhythm, scale, and proportion where they don’t exist.

•

Cast iron, pressed metal, or cast concrete can be used instead of more
expensive carved stone detailing.

•

Materials and ﬁnishes should be selected for appropriateness, ease of
maintenance and durability.

Gables
10% opposing and 90% parallel. It should
be noted that the hip roof element is the
traditionally dominant feature, with very
little use in gables.
Front Elevation
(Vertical vs. Horizontal)
10% vertical and 90% horizontal.

THEMATIC DETAILS
Intent
The application of essential details will em-
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Educational Facilities Architecture - K-8 Schools

ITALIANATE
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Intent
Exterior ﬁnishes of buildings should contribute to a cohesive physical environment
and should convey a sense of belonging
in the surrounding neighborhood environment.
Criteria
Roof Pitch
4:12 standard
Roof Material and Color
Concrete ‘S’ or barrel tile range in
color from reddish orange to deep
terracotta.
Overhangs
18” to 30” overhanging eaves shall be
supported by decorative brackets.
Siding
None
Porches
Porches shall occur differently with
the varied massing of this style; very
formal and articulate with a square
plan conﬁguration or more horizontally
informal with an asymmetrical plan.
Balconies
The balcony shall be a highly decorative
wrought iron element projecting from
the building plane.
Window Treatments
Shutters shall be used occasionally.
Arched and curved window tops shall

be used above traditional rectangular
windows along with exterior stucco
enframements.

Front Elevation
(Vertical vs. Horizontal)
80% vertical and 20% horizontal. With
the square plan layout of this style, the
massing will be more vertical looking.

Entry
The entr y shall be covered by an
embellished door enframement or highly
detailed porch.
Doors
The doors shall be detailed with sidelights
and transom above will be arched to
match the window detail.
Color Palette
The range of stucco ﬁeld color shall
be lighter than the contrasting trim,
however, this style occasionally does
show trim darker than the ﬁeld color.

THEMATIC DETAILS
Intent
The application of essential details will embellish each distinct character and diversity
of scale. Moreover, the elements identiﬁed
herein will initiate the appropriate follow
through of design detailing.
Criteria
•

The color of major building surfaces
shall be determined by or harmonize
with the inherent color of the primary
building ﬁnish materials.

The use of thematic details, within
appropriate architectural styles, are
encouraged as decorative facade elements.

•

White is the brightest of colors and should
be used with careful consideration of its
glare and effect on surrounding buildings,
therefore large areas of intense white
color shall be avoided.

They should be used in a manner
consistent with the proportions and
scale of the building facade in order to
establish rhythm, scale, and proportion where they don’t exist.

•

Cast iron, pressed metal, or cast concrete can be used instead of more
expensive carved stone detailing.

•

Materials and ﬁnishes should be selected for appropriateness, ease of
maintenance and durability.

Stucco Finish
Stucco shall be smooth and the color
range is white to a light beige, with a
Light Sand ﬁnish.
Gables
(Opposing vs. Parallel)
10% opposing and 90% parallel. The
large parallel section of roof for this style
shall be a hip roof.
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Educational Facilities Architecture - K-8 Schools

SPANISH COLONIAL
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Intent
Exterior ﬁnishes of buildings should contribute to a cohesive physical environment
and should convey a sense of belonging
to the surrounding neighborhood environment.
Criteria
Roof Pitch
4:12 and 5:12 standard
Roof Material and Color
Concrete ‘S’ or barrel tile shall range
in color from reddish orange to deep
terracotta.
Overhangs
Overhangs will have tight rakes and 12”
eaves, and have exposed rafter tails as
an accent.
Siding
None
with an articulated cap detail.
Porches
Porches shall wrap around courtyard
elements in an ‘L’ shape and be accented
by detailed columns, walls and gates.
Balconies
Balconies will project out over building
planes to break up the front mass and
be articulated with wood or wrought
iron details.
Window Treatments

Shutters shall be used throughout on all
elevations. One to two accent windows
will be recessed on the front elevation.
All windows shall be trimmed in stucco
or wood at the top and bottom of the
window.
Entry
The entry shall be covered and be part
of the porch and courtyard layout.
Doors
They will be recessed and have stucco
or wood trim surround along with
articulated sidelights.
Color Palette
Wood/stucco trim shall have a darker
contrasting color while the stucco fascia
will be more integral or close to the
ﬁeld color. Shutters will have more of a
contrasting range with blue, aqua, ochre
and red accents.

50% opposing and 50% parallel.
Front Elevation
(Vertical vs. Horizontal)
30% vertical with 70% horizontal.

THEMATIC DETAILS
Intent
The application of essential details will embellish each distinct character and diversity
of scale. Moreover, the elements identiﬁed
herein will initiate the appropriate follow
through of design detailing.
Criteria
•

The use of thematic details, within
appropriate architectural styles, are
encouraged as decorative facade elements.

•

They should be used in a manner
consistent with the proportions and
scale of the building facade in order to
establish rhythm, scale, and proportion where they don’t exist.

•

Cast iron, pressed metal, or cast concrete can be used instead of more
expensive carved stone detailing.

•

Materials and ﬁnishes should be selected for appropriateness, ease of
maintenance and durability.

The color of major building surfaces
shall be determined by or harmonize
with the inherent color of the primary
building ﬁnish materials.
White is the brightest of colors and should
be used with careful consideration of its
glare and effect on surrounding buildings,
therefore large areas of intense white
color shall be avoided.
Stucco Finish
Stucco will be smooth and range from
white to a light beige.
Gables
(Opposing vs. Parallel)
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Educational Facilities Architecture - K-8 Schools

TRADITIONAL
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Intent
Exterior ﬁnishes of buildings should contribute to a cohesive physical environment
and should convey a sense of belonging
to the surrounding neighborhood environment.
Criteria
Roof Pitch
4:12 standard
Roof Material and Color
Flat concrete tile shall range in color
from light brown to light grey.
Overhangs
18” to 30” standard
Siding
Siding will be used as an accent on all
elevations, along with brick veneer.
Porches
They shall vary in size; either just around
the area of the entry or the full width of
the elevation.
Balconies
None
Window Treatments
Wood or stucco trim shall occur on all
windows. Shutters will be used widely
beyond the front elevation.
Entry
The entry will be covered by the front
porch and articulated with sidelights.

Doors
Entry doors will have wood/stucco trim
surround.
Color Palette
The siding and stucco color range shall
be from white, light beige and brown
or grey with contrasting color on trim,
fascia, posts at porch and supporting
exposed beams.
The color of major building surfaces
shall be determined by or harmonize
with the inherent color of the primary
building ﬁnish materials.
White is the brightest of colors and should
be used with careful consideration of its
glare and effect on surrounding buildings,
therefore large areas of intense white
color shall be avoided.

Intent
The application of essential details will embellish each distinct character and diversity
of scale. Moreover, the elements identiﬁed
herein will initiate the appropriate follow
through of design detailing.
Criteria
•

The use of thematic details, within
appropriate architectural styles, are
encouraged as decorative facade elements.

•

They should be used in a manner
consistent with the proportions and
scale of the building facade in order to
establish rhythm, scale, and proportion where they don’t exist.

•

Cast iron, pressed metal, or cast concrete can be used instead of more
expensive carved stone detailing.

•

Materials and ﬁnishes should be selected for appropriateness, ease of
maintenance and durability.

Stucco Finish
Stucco will be a sand ﬁnish and match
the siding color.
Gables
(Opposing vs. Parallel)
25% opposing and 75% parallel.
Front Elevation
(Vertical vs. Horizontal)
The lines of the roof will have gentle
pitches and simple gables. 30% vertical
and 70% horizontal.

THEMATIC DETAILS
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SECONDARY ELEMENTS
Intent
The following represents character elements to be reviewed for approval in the
community. These elements typically go
unnoticed as part of the architectural background in neighborhoods and villages.
Criteria
Appurtenant Structures
All detached structures shall conform
to the design standards of the existing
dwelling on the lot. This type of structure
shall be reviewed for conformance with
design standards and approval.
Entry Court Gates
Pedestrian gates shall be submitted for
design review.
Exterior Lighting

Lighting ﬁxtures shall be compatible
with neighborhood street lights and
appropriate to the architectural style.
Selection of light fixtures for highly
visible locations shall be submitted for
design review and approval.
Glazed Surfaces
Window proportions shall maintain a
vertical orientation and emphasis. Long,
uninterrupted bands of glass, as well as
any other vast un-articulated surfaces,
are inappropriate and are prohibited.
Gutters and Downspouts
Exposed gutters will be colored to
match the roof or wall material. Exposed
downspouts will be colored to match the
surfaces to which they are attached.
Mechanical Equipment
All mechanical equipment, soft water
tanks, pool and spa equipment, and
electric self-timer boxes for sprinklers
or exterior landscape/lighting shall be
screened.

Meters
All meters shall be screened from view.
The details shall be submitted for design
review and approval.
Treillage/Gazebos
The use of gazebos is encouraged. They
shall be integrated into the building
form to add articulation to otherwise
large unbroken wall masses. The details
shall be submitted for design review and
approval.
Roof Flashing & Vents
All ﬂashing and vents shall be colored
to match the material to which it is
attached.
Stairs and Steps
Exterior stairs and steps shall be designed
to be incorporated and articulated into
the theme of the building character.
Skylights
Skylights shall be designed as an integral
part of the roof. The glazing shall be
clear or solar bronze; white glazing is
prohibited. The framing materials shall
be colored to match or blend with the
roof.
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ARCHITECTURE - HIGH SCHOOLS
the appearance of undifferentiated
massiveness and great bulk are unattractive and detract from the overall
pedestrian scale which is so important in the school environment. The
appearance of excessive bulk will be
reduced in several ways:

Intent
The high school campus represents the
most visible civic land use in a community
district.
The intent is that the two high schools
shall play an important role in establishing district identity. The school
shall convey its civic function by representing the same dominant Civic
Italianate architectural style and criteria as other Regional and Community
District civic buildings.

a) Vary the planes of the exterior
walls in depth and/or direction with
single story massing.
b) Vary the height of the building so
that it appears to be divided into
distinct massing elements, e.g.
introduce tower elements.

The high schools civic importance
also provides an opportunity for establishing a standard by which the
Town Center District architectural
character can be drawn.

c) Vary otherwise expansive roof
planes to provide visual interest yet
articulate cost-effective long-term
maintenance.

2)

Building mass and articulation shall
portray the schools civic importance,
indicate interior uses, and epitomize
the historically recognized architectural style.
Overly scaled elements which give

b) They should be used in a manner
consistent with the proportions and
scale of building elements within
the facade in order to establish
rhythm, scale, and proportion
where none exists.
c) Cast iron, pressed metal, or cast
concrete can be used instead of
more expensive carved stone detailing.

d) Articulate the different parts of a
building’s facades on all sides by
use of color, arrangement of facade
elements or change in materials.

Criteria
1)

a) The use of thematic medallions
depicting educational and historical subjects is encouraged, along
with friezes, columns, cornices and
architraves, as decorative facade
elements.

e) Articulate primary building entries
through covered porticos and colonnades.
3)

Thematic Details.
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CIVIC ITALIANATE
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Intent
Exterior ﬁnishes of buildings should contribute to a cohesive physical environment
and should convey a sense of belonging in
a downtown, urban environment.
Criteria
Roof Pitch
4:12 standard
Roof Material and Color
Concrete ‘S’ or barrel tile range in
color from reddish orange to deep
terracotta.
Overhangs
18” to 30” overhanging eaves shall be
supported by decorative brackets.
Siding
None
Porches
Porches shall occur differently with
the varied massing of this style; very
formal and articulate with a square
plan conﬁguration or more horizontally
informal with an asymmetrical plan.
Balconies
The balcony shall be a highly decorative
wrought iron element projecting from
the building plane.
Window Treatments
Shutters shall be used occasionally.
Arched and curved window tops shall
be used above traditional rectangular
windows along with exterior stucco
enframements.

Window proportions shall maintain a
vertical orientation and emphasis.

Gables
10% opposing and 90% parallel. The
large parallel section of roof for this style
shall be a hip roof.

Entry
The entr y shall be covered by an
embellished door enframement or highly
detailed porch.

Front Elevation
80% vertical and 20% horizontal.

Doors
The doors shall be detailed with sidelights
and transom above will be arched to
match the window detail.
Color Palette
The range of stucco ﬁeld color shall be
lighter than the contrasting trim, however,
this style occasionally does show trim
darker than the ﬁeld color. Black, white,
primary and secondary colors should be
used as accent colors.
At most, accent colors could comprise
10% of any facade. Primary colors (red,
yellow, blue) and secondary colors
(orange, green, purple) can create a
visually interesting environment by
highlighting architectural details or
elements such as window trim and
frames.
White is the brightest of colors and should
be used with careful consideration of its
glare and effect on surrounding buildings,
therefore large areas of intense white
color shall be avoided.

THEMATIC DETAILS
Intent
The application of details will embellish
each distinct character and diversity of
scale. Moreover, the elements identiﬁed
herein will initiate the appropriate follow
through of design detailing.
Criteria
•

The use of thematic details, within
appropriate architectural styles, are
encouraged as decorative facade elements.

•

They should be used in a manner
consistent with the proportions and
scale of the building facade in order to
establish rhythm, scale, and proportion where they don’t exist.

•

Cast iron, pressed metal, or cast concrete can be used instead of more
expensive carved stone detailing.

•

Materials and ﬁnishes should be selected for appropriateness, ease of
maintenance and durability.

•

The color of major building surfaces
shall be taken from the inherent color
of the primary building ﬁnish materials used.

Stucco Finish
Stucco shall be smooth and the color
range is white to a light beige, with a
Light Sand ﬁnish.
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SECONDARY ELEMENTS
Intent
The following represents character elements to be reviewed for approval in the
community. These elements typically go
unnoticed as part of the architectural background in neighborhoods and villages.
Criteria
Appurtenant Structures
All detached structures space shall
conform to the design standards of
the existing dwelling on the lot. This
type of structure shall be reviewed for
conformance with design standards and
approval.
Entry Court Gates
Pedestrian gates shall be submitted for
design review.
Exterior Lighting
Lighting ﬁxtures shall be compatible
with neighborhood street lights and
appropriate to the architectural style.
Selection of light fixtures for highly
visible locations shall be submitted for
design review and approval.
Glazed Surfaces
Window proportions shall maintain a
vertical orientation and emphasis. Long,
uninterrupted bands of glass, as well as
any other vast un-articulated surfaces,
are inappropriate and are prohibited.

Exposed gutters will be colored to
match the roof or wall material. Exposed
downspouts will be colored to match the
surfaces to which they are attached.
Mechanical Equipment
All mechanical equipment, soft water
tanks, pool and spa equipment, and
electric self-timer boxes for sprinklers
or exterior landscape/lighting shall be
screened.

Exterior stairs and steps shall be designed
to be incorporated and articulated into
the theme of the building character.
Skylights
Skylights shall be designed as an integral
part of the roof. The glazing shall be
clear or solar bronze; white glazing is
prohibited. The framing materials shall
be colored to match or blend with the
roof.

Meters
All meters shall be screened from view.
The details shall be submitted for design
review and approval.
Treillage/Gazebos
The use of gazebos is encouraged. They
shall be integrated into the building
form to add articulation to otherwise
large unbroken wall masses. The details
shall be submitted for design review and
approval.
Roof Flashing & Vents
All ﬂashing and vents shall be colored
to match the material to which it is
attached.
Stairs and Steps

Gutters and Downspouts
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LANDSCAPE
General
•

Streetscapes, sidewalks, lighting,
access drives courtyard plantings,
fences, grading and signage shall be
considered part of a comprehensive
system and integrated into a harmonious expression.

Streetscapes
•

Streetscape plantings and sidewalks
are intended to be the thread which
will link diverse residential uses with
the school and neighborhood center
uses into an attractive and harmonious landscape expression.

•

Between the face of building and back
of curb, 8’ minimum.

•

Between the face of building and drive
aisles or sidewalks, 5’ minimum.

Plantings should highlight building
and site entries, soften building
edges, provide scale and deﬁne parcel
edges.

•

Exceptions: Buildings which open
onto sidewalks or drive aisles.

•

Plant palettes should be kept to a
limited number of species.

•

•

Plant materials should emphasize native, long-lived species, well adapted
to Mountain House’s climate or reﬂective of the Central Valley’s heritage.

•

Planting plans shall avoid obvious
conﬂicts with existing or future infrastructure.

•

Specimen plantings are encouraged
in areas of high visual importance or
to produce a desired affect.

All landscapes shall be carefully and
sensitively maintained to preserve
Mountain House’s image and value.

•

Maintenance of landscapes shall be
the responsibility of the private landowner or the builder. See CSD Public
Works Design and Construction Manuals for Maintenance Standards.

Planting Design
•

•

•

Plantings shall create and deﬁne usable spaces and shall not be purely
decorative.

•

Plantings shall be of sufﬁcient size
to insure their viability and to reinforce the goals of Mountain House
streetscape program.

•

The creation of heavily shaded tree
corridors and use of tree windrows to
provide windbreaks is highly encouraged

•

School sites adjacent to Mountain
House Creek should have plantings
which reinforce the creek corridor’s
plantings.

•

See Appendix, Plant List.

Irrigation
All school landscapes shall be irrigated by an underground automatic
irrigation system installed by the
contractors. See CSD Public Works
Design and Construction Manuals for
Irrigation Standards.

Maintenance

Minimum Landscape Area Dimensions
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